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PRE PROGRAM
As a forum for sharing good practices, the Open Government Partnership (OGP) provides a unique platform that brings together, stimulates and expands the community of state reformers worldwide.

France will become chair of the OGP steering committee in September 2016. As such, France will host the fourth OGP Global Summit 2016 in Paris from December 7 to December 9.

The OGP summit will involve 3000 representatives from 70 countries: heads of government, ministers, public servants, members of parliament, local authorities, civil society representatives, start-ups and digital innovators, developers, researchers, journalists will gather in Paris to share their experiences and push forward the open government global agenda in light of the future challenges of the planet.

On April 2016, a process of co-construction of the program for the OPG summit was launched, in order to build an agenda directly stimulated by the priorities of the participants. The open call for proposals gathered almost 700 proposals and was enriched by several collaborative workshops.

Transparency and anti-corruption, climate action and sustainable development, digital commons and civic tech, access to information, open parliament, open government at the subnational level, francophonie, implementation of open government...: more than 300 panels, workshops, pitches, will drive the announcement of new commitments, the launch of collective actions and international collaborations, the definition of Partnership priorities for the years to come, the exchange of digital resources and good practices and the presentation of concrete open government cases with a positive transformative impact on citizens’ lives. An OGP Toolbox for Open Government, referencing digital platforms proposed by administrations, civil society organizations and start-ups will be made available in order to foster digital resource sharing and collaboration.

We are pleased to present the OGP Summit provisional program, revealed on September 20 at the OGP’s fifth year anniversary, during the 71st United Nations General Assembly. Over the next few months, the schedule will continue to evolve through contributions and precisions made by session managers, OGP summit organizers and members of the French and international Open Government community.
Monday, dec. 5 and Tuesday, dec. 6
- Civil Society morning
  - Centre Pierre Mendès France de Bercy
- Academic days
- Open Government for Climate Action
- Salle Pleyel
- Opening plenary
- Salle Pleyel
- Reception

Wednesday, dec. 7
- Panels / workshops
- Palais d'Iéna, Palais de Tokyo
- Open Parliament
  - Assemblée Nationale
- Palais d'Iéna

Thursday, dec. 8
- Panels / workshops
  - Palais d'Iéna, Palais de Tokyo
- Toolbox Hackathon
- Palais d'Iéna

Friday, dec. 9
- Panels / workshops
  - Toolbox Hackathon
  - Hotel de Ville de Paris
- Closing
- Hôtel de Ville de Paris
- Party
  - Yoyo
MONDAY, DECEMBER 5 AND TUESDAY, DECEMBER 6

ACADEMIC DAYS

On December 5 and 6, Paris 1 Panthéon-Sorbonne Law School and L’Institut du Monde et du Développement pour la Bonne Gouvernance Publique (IMODEV) will host a two days’ roundtable dedicated to academic research focused on open government issues. The purpose is to promote a multidisciplinary approach (Law, Political Sciences, Arts etc.) with researchers from all over the world.

OPEN GOVERNMENT FOR CLIMATE ACTION

The Global Gathering is a civil society event hosted by The Access Initiative to promote thought leadership in the development of impactful open government commitments on climate change.

The Gathering aims to generate a dialogue between climate, open government and open data communities on the facilitation of public access to climate related data, climate finance and how to strengthen movements to address roadblocks in climate accountability related to the implementation of the Paris Agreement. The Gathering is intended to generate innovative ideas on how open climate data and participatory frameworks can drive regional, national and subnational climate action.
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 7

CIVIL SOCIETY MORNING

During the morning of December 7, the Pierre Mendes France Center will host a Civil Society event. This session is organized by the French and international civil society with the support of the OGP team. This morning will be the opportunity for the participants to meet before the summit in order to get mobilized and prepare activities and engagements to come.

OPENING PLENARY

The OGP Summit opening plenary will be held on December 7 from 2 p.m. to 6 p.m at the Salle Pleyel. The opening ceremony will be chaired by the president of the French Republic, Mr. François Hollande, who invited the Heads of State from OGP countries and from countries that would like to join the partnership. 2000 people coming from 80 countries are expected to participate to this session.

The plenary session aims to strengthen the mobilization of the OGP member countries and the civil society, to draw up an assessment of the Partnership since its creation in 2011, and to announce the strategic priorities for the next five years.

THURSDAY, DECEMBER 8 AND FRIDAY, DECEMBER 9

OPEN PARLIAMENT

The morning of December 8 will focus on Open Parliament. The French National Assembly will host the Open Parliament international community to work around issues such as civic participation in the legislative co-creation process, parliamentary open data and the implementation of innovative methodologies and formats to promote openness and accountability in the legislative procedure.

DEMOCRACY NIGHT

On Thursday, December 8, from 9 p.m. to 1 a.m., the Democracy Night will spotlight the actors of open government: those who make open government happen will present concrete impact stories through short and dynamic pitches. These pitches will be enriched by dialogues between intellectuals and international experts, who will give perspective and share their views about the future of democracy.
TOOLBOX HACKATHON

The hackathon will start on Thursday night and last 24 hours. The hackathon will be mainly focused on civic techs and the practical implementation of open government commitments. The objective of the hackathon is to launch the Open Government Toolbox at the end of the summit. The Toolbox will reference digital platforms made available by administrations, civil society, and start ups in order to foster resource sharing and collaboration.

SUBNATIONAL SESSIONS

During the afternoon of December 9, the city of Paris will host a series of sessions on the implementation of open government at the subnational level, with the participation of the fifteen OGP local authorities’ pioneers. The purpose will be to discuss local actors' initiatives to improve public management and citizens' participation in local decision-making processes, especially in the environmental field. These sessions will provide an opportunity to deepen the reflection on data issues, in a context of new forms of citizen participation.

VENUES

Salle Pleyel
Palais de l’éna
Palais de Tokyo
Hôtel de Ville
Starting April 2016, proponents from all over the world contributed to the elaboration of the program for the OGP summit, by participating to the open call for proposals. 700 proposals were analyzed by the program committee, composed of government and subnational authorities’ representatives, French and international civil society representatives and members from the OGP support unit.

The program gathers panels and workshops around six main topics:

- Transparency and anti-corruption
- Digital commons
- Climate and sustainable development
- Implementation of open government
- Open government at the subnational level
- Open parliament

Regional approaches will be adopted in order to take into account particular contexts, particularly regarding the European Union and Francophonie.

The selected proposals are listed below. The program will continue to be enriched until November.
TRANSPARENCY AND ANTI-CORRUPTION

ACCESS TO INFORMATION

Panels

- Has OGP encouraged “ATI Lite”?, by Laura Neuman from the Carter Center
- Measuring Transparency, by Helen Darbishire from Access Info Europe

Workshops

- Achieving More Together: Practical Approaches to Meaningful Public Engagement in Access to Information, by the Office of Information Police from the US Department of Justice
- How can we save journalistic independence?, by Reporters sans frontières
- Organiser l’expression des publics absents autour d’un débat citoyen sur le PGO, par Damien Monnerie de Innovons pour la Citoyenneté sur Internet (ICI)
- Place to D-mocratie (Placeto B & Démocratie Ouverte), by Elisa Lewis et Romain Slitine
- Women’s Rights Online and Access to Information, by Ingrid Brudvig from the World Wide Web Foundation

Pitches

- EVALUATION - retour sur la méthode d’inclusion des services publics numériques, par Sylvie Billard des Services du Premier Ministre/SGMAP/DINSIC
- Génération PGO, by Sarah from Université Paris 13 - CNRS - ISCC
- Histoire et transparence : l’ouverture numérique des archives de France, par Bruno Ricard
- Open Gov Algérie - OGP Afrique du Nord, par Amane GUERFI ép BELAIDI de l’Agence Open Gov Algeria Lab
- Open Information Booklet - New technologies for proactive transparency and more accountable institutions, by Dagrana Brajovic from the Ministry of Public Administration and Local Self-Government of the Republic of Serbia
- Usage of FOI plattforms for policial movement, by Christopher Bohlens from Open Knowledge Foundation Germany (OKF)

ANTI-CORRUPTION

Panels

- #PanamaPapers: the work behind the biggest leak on offshore secrecy, by Mago Torres from Global Investigative Journalism Network
- Accountability Institutions and open government, by Renzo Lavin from ACIJ - Asociación Civil por la Igualdad y la Justicia
- Anti-Corruption: The Time for High Level OGP Commitments, by Craig Fagan from Transparency International
- Ending Corporate Secrecy through Transparency, by ONE
- Extractives data: how the world has changed, and what lies ahead, by James Royston from Publish What You Pay
- Faire la lumière sur le lobbying grâce aux outils numériques, par la HATVP
- Open Justice, by Sandra Marcela Celis Navarrete from Secretaría de Transparencia
- Propositions d’engagements en matière de lutte contre la corruption et de renforcement de la transparence de la vie publique et économique, par Wassan Al Wahab du Ministère des Affaires étrangères et du Développement international
- Public participation in fiscal policy, by Tania Sanchez
- Tools to track corruption and engage stakeholders in public contracting, by Georg Neuman from Open Contracting Partnership

Workshops

- Innovative approaches on open contracting, by Clémentine Désigaud from Etalab
- Is aid transparency for aid recipients ?, by Aria Grabowski from Oxfam America
- Leave no trace ?, by Nuala Haughey from TASC, Think tank for Action on Social Change
- Making Open Governance Real for the Next Generation, by Blair Glencorse from the Accountability Lab
- Social Accountability Practice for Inclusive and Open Governance, by GPUSA
- The benefits of transparency applied to NGOs and Civic Tech organisations, by Regards Citoyens
Panels

- "Fork & Merge" – Collaboration in Civic Tech, by Chia-liang Kao from g0v.tw / Open Culture Foundation
- Civic tech, outils numériques participatifs : une révolution en marche ou des outils parmi d'autres ?, par Institut de la Concertation
- High tech, low tech, no tech: making civic tech work for everyone, by Making All Voices Count
- Les contributions citoyennes à l'action législative et exécutive des gouvernements, par Axelle Lemaire du Gouvernement Français
- Leveraging the Citizen Open Mapping Movement, by Courtney Clark
- Open Heroines, by Mor Rubinstein from OKF
- Open Research and Citizen Science, by Thomas Landrain

Workshops

- Civic Hardware: A Revolution In The Making ?, by Romain Lacombe de Plume Labs
- Jeudigital International “Civic Tech”, par Axelle Lemaire du Gouvernement Français
- Using EveryPolitician Data in real time, by Jen Bramley from MySociety
- Mobile technologies and open data as tools for enhancing accountability and transparency in extractives industries in DR Congo, by Narcisse Mbunzama from DR Congo Open data initiative
- Together we fight corruption in Rasnov, Romania, by APORT
- U-REPORT CAMEROUN VOTRE VOIX COMPTE: Un dispositif de redevabilité sociale porté par une faïtière professionnelle des jeunes de la société civile, par JEAN GERVAIS AYISSI de Reseau Aden

Pitches

- Cyberactivism: Technology can help fight corruption ?, par Cesar Perez and Julio Herrera de International Republican Institute - Smart Governance Program and Red Ciudadana
- Fighting a networked problem with a networked solution - the Global Beneficial Ownership Register, by Hera Hussain form Open Corporates
- How did your country spend its EU Subsidy ?, by Anna Alberts from Open Knowledge Foundation Germany
- Mobile technologies and open data as tools for enhancing accountability and transparency in extractives industries in DR Congo, by Narcisse Mbunzama from DR Congo Open data initiative
- Together we fight corruption in Rasnov, Romania, by APORT
- U-REPORT CAMEROUN VOTRE VOIX COMPTE: Un dispositif de redevabilité sociale porté par une faïtière professionnelle des jeunes de la société civile, par JEAN GERVAIS AYISSI de Reseau Aden
Workshops

- **A data scraper’s toolbox**, by Alice Corona from Silk.co
- **Comment et pourquoi ouvrir le code source des logiciels**, par Emmanuel Raviart
- **Engaging with big business through open data to create economic value**, by ODI
- **Open gov = open source?**, by Boris from Prime Minister’s Office
- **Open Source policy template to foster states collaborations**, by Laurent Joubert from DINISIC
- **Publish Your First Dataset!**, by OpenDataSoft
- **Remix to reform**, by Stephen Larrick from Sunlight Foundation
- **scanR, moteur de la recherche et de l’innovation**, par Emmanuel Weisenburger de Secrétariat d’Etat chargé de l’Enseignement supérieur et de la Recherche
- **Technologies innovantes et ouverture des données : des solutions pour améliorer la gouvernance foncière solutions pour améliorer la gouvernance foncière**, par Mathieu Boche du Ministère des Affaires Etrangères
- **The future of TDM: Mine the government**, by Freyja van den Boom from Open Knowledge International
- **U.S. and French Lessons Learned and Best Practices with Open Data: All Hands on Deck!**, by Kristen Honey
- **Will algorithms weaken or revive democratic governance?**, by Emmanuel Letouzé from Data-Pop Alliance | MIT Media Lab

Pitches

- **Algorithmic transparency**, by Guillaume Thibault
- **Benin Open Data Initiative**, by Maurice Thantan from ORTB - Association des blogueurs du Bénin
- **Diffusion et partage des innovations métier des agents publics**, par l’APIE
- **Exemple d’utilisation citoyenne et militante de l’OpenData**, par Paul Desgranges de Association Paysages de France
- **Faciliter l’identification et la tracabilite des logiciels libres pour l’administration**, par Roberto Di Cosmo de INRIA et Paris Diderot
- **Indice de confort de vie dans un lieu donné**, par Julien Daubert
- **International economic database**, by Thomas Brand from CEPREMAP
- **Learnings for new alliances from the 5.5 Million Euro Open Data Incubator Programme for Europe**, by Walter Palmeshtofer
- **Les travaux de la Cour des comptes en matière d’ « Open Data »**, par Adnène Trojette de la Cour des Comptes
Panels

- **Accelerating climate action through open government**, by Mark Robinson from the World Resources Institute
- **Follow the Money: Using Open Data to Track SDG Funding and Results**, by Liz Steel from Publish what you fund
- **Le numérique au service des personnes vivant avec un handicap à l’heure de l’Agenda 2030**, par Etienne TSHISHIMBI de FIDPH
- **Making Climate Finance work for all**, by Julia Hoffmann from Hivos
- **Maximizing Open Government Implementation to Support Sustainable Development Goals and National Priorities Endeavours**, by Agung Hikmat from the government of Indonesia
- **The Data Revolution Must be Open: Fostering A Virtuous Interaction among Citizen-Generated, Open, and Big Data for Sustainable Development**, by Sanjeev Khagram from Global Partnership for Sustainable Development Data, international open data charter

Workshops

- **Addressing Climate Change with Open Data**, by Enrique Zapata from the Office of the President in Mexico and Open Data Enterprise
- **La diffusion des études d’impact et des mesures compensatoires par les outils numériques**, par le Commissariat général au développement durable du Ministère de l’environnement, de l’énergie et de la mer – France
- **Ouvrir les négociations internationales sur le climat à la société civile**, par Arthur Saraiva Ferreira du Ministère des Affaires Etrangères
- **Towards a Transparent and Accountable Natural Resource Regime in Africa**, by Badru Juma Rajabu, from Open Mind Tanzania
IMPLEMENTATION OF OPEN GOVERNMENT AND PUBLIC INNOVATION

Panels

- **Academic Days**, by William Gilles, from IMODEV
- **Children Speaking Up – open government with children**, by Ulrika Cilliers from Save the Children
- **Civic perspectives on OGP civil society and government collaboration mechanisms**, by Jean-Noé Landry from Open North / Canadian Open Government Civil Society Network
- **Civil society mobilization in OGP: opportunities and challenges**, by République Citoyenne
- **Financing for coordination and implementation of OGP at national level**, by Mukelani Dimba from the Open Democracy Advice Centre
- **From Open Government to Open State**, by the OECD Open Government
- **Le numérique peut-il renouveler la démocratie européenne?**, by France Stratégie
- **OGD updates from around the world**, by Daniel Dietrich from Hivos
- **OGP as a key platform to support the SDGs**, by Santiago Garcia from Secretaría Técnica de Planificación
- **The future of open government**, by the UK Government
- **Trials, Tribulations, And Triumphs**, by Sabine Romero from the City of Austin

Pitches

- **Making The Air More Transparent**, by Romain Lacombe from Plume Labs
- **Partnerships for data driven climate resilience**, by fgassert
- **Reducing illegal logging and promoting forest legality in the Brazilian amazon through transparency and traceability**, by Renato Pellegrini Morgado
- **Resilient Cities: How open data can unlock opportunities to make cities more sustainable**, by the ODI

DIGITAL AND DEVELOPMENT

Panels

- **Innovations in Open Budget Practices in Francophone Countries**, by Vivek Ramkumar
- **OPAL Project: the use of private data for development**, by Victor Raynaud from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs, the Agency française de développement (AFD) and Orange

Workshops

- **Cartographie Numerique Libre et Developpement Durable** par OpenStreetMap Mali / Cote D’ivoire
- **Dataactivisme!** par Simon Chignard d’Etalab
- **Quelles stratégies pour un PGO réussi dans les pays Francophones d’Afrique?**, par Malick TAPSOBAA
- **The impact of satellite imagery on open government**, by Dan Hammer from the The White House Office of Science and Technology Policy

Pitches

- **The White House and the People’s Code**, by Alvand Salehi
Workshops

- Bring your commitment: Getting serious about improving public services through open government, by Tim Hughes from UK Open Government Network and Involve
- Forming the next generation of Open Government leaders, by Matthias Jaeger from OAS
- How can an Open Government agenda heal divided societies?, by Ruchir Shah
- How can we improve respect for civic space in OGP countries?, by Cathal Gilbert
- Learning to Open Government, by Michael Moses from Global Integrity
- Liberté, Égalité, Data: How to Build Participatory Communities That Deliver, by Justin Herman from the U.S. General Services Administration -- Technology Transformation Service
- Ma Citoyenneté au 21e siècle Construire des plateformes d’expression de la citoyenneté et de protection des données personnelles, par Baki
- Open Government Implementation in EU and non-EU member countries, by Veronica Cretu from Open Government Institute, Moldova
- Opening up Science and Education in OGP Countries, by SPARC
- Quel type d’exercice du pouvoir mettre en œuvre au sein du gouvernement ouvert, par Cécile Calé
- Qui est la société civile française et comment mieux dialoguer avec elle?, par Lancelot Pecquet
- State of the partnership: Launch of the civil society OGP Review 2016 results, by Tim Hughes from UK Open Government Network and Involve
- Table ronde « Ouverture des données de jurisprudences », par Alexandre Aidara
- What co-creation and collaboration looks like in different countries, by Open Government Coordination of Argentina from the Modernization Ministry of Argentina
- Mieux analyser la performance de la fiscalité et de l’aide sociale par la simulation micro du système socio-fiscal français

Pitches

- « Justice 2020 » a Participatory Approach to Design Justice, by Sandra Elena, Coordinator of Open Justice’s Program in the Ministry of Justice and Human Rights of Argentina
- Atelier citoyen SGMAP, par Amélie Gautheron
- E- Consultations – Use of Technology to Contribute to the Standards of Consultations, by Sandra Pernar
- e-Participation for Socially Disadvantaged People, by LÜ, Chia-Hua
- How to convince a government - the Israeli way to State Budget transparency, by Mary Loitsker
- IGNfab, l’accélérateur de projets de géoservices numériques de l’IGN, par IGN, l’Institut national de l’information géographique et forestière
- Innovation ouverte et collectivités territoriales : présentation de participez.nanterre.fr, par Pierre-Louis Rolle
- Le côté obscur du gouvernement ouvert, by République citoyenne
- Leveraging Big Data to Combat Corruption in Government Procurement, by Andrew Mandelbaum
- New approach to data journalism: The Nanny Technique, by Nir Hirshman from Ha’Sadna- The public knowledge workshop, Israel
- Open Heritage: A Global First for Public Sector Open-By-Default, by bdawson
- Open parliament and open government: the experience of Nuevo León (Mexico), by Carmelo Cattafi, from ITESM Campus Monterrey
- PORTALIS, le numérique au service de la justice du 21e siècle, par HILAIRE Audrey du Ministère de la justice - Direction des services judiciaires
- Public Innovation Labs in Latin America and the Caribbean, by Nicolas Dassen from Inter-American Development Bank
- Refugee Rights Data Project, by Marta Welander
- Releasing 10000 Datasets in 1 year: The UK’s Department for Environment, Fisheries and Rural Affairs’ experience of accelerating to open by default, by the UK Government
- The collaborative wikification of public services procedures, by GFOSS
- UK-French Data Taskforce: How governments can work together to unlock the potential of the data sector, by the ODI
- Unbolting prison systems: Transparency standards to unravel information from penitentiary institutions and address human rights violations, by Carolina Cornejo from Asociación Civil por la Igualdad y la Justicia
OPEN GOVERNMENT AT THE SUBNATIONAL LEVEL

**Panels**

- *Avenir du gouvernement ouvert dans les collectivités et la fonction publique*, par Secrétariat d'État chargé des collectivités territoriales
- *Consolidating open government from the local level*, by the Office of the President of Mexico
- *Généralisation de l’ouverture des données publiques à l’échelle locale comme base de la démocratie participative*, par Open Data France
- *Mayors’ Roundtables: the responsibility of local governments in ensuring open governments*, by Diana Lopez Caramazana from the United Nations Human Settlements Programme UN-Habitat
- *OpenData et collectivités : contexte légal et outil pratique pour accompagner les collectivités dans leur démarche de transparence*, par Transparency International

**Workshops**

- *Closing citizen feedback loops: Sharing Subnational Experiences*, by Feedback Labs
- *Following the Money: How a Subnational City is Illuminating the Path*, by Jannette Goodall from the City of Austin, Texas
- *Mapping cities work: opening and optimizing*, by Lejla Sadiku from the UNDP Istanbul Regional Hub
- *OpenBudget.fr – Make the public budget a democratic tool*, by Florent André from Open Budget
- *Piloting subnational co-creation: finding the center of the venn diagram*, by Nicole Anand from Reboot

**Pitches**

- *« Dialogando BA » : empowering communities for policy-making*, by Subsecretaría de Reforma Política, Ministerio de Gobierno de la Ciudad de Buenos Aires
- *Alors comme ça vous voulez changer la démocratie?*, par Thomas Champio de Politizr

- *Connecting the people to governance through digital database*, by Abiri Oluwatosin Niyi from cMapIT.com
- *Convaincre les décideurs locaux de l’intérêt d’un gouvernement local ouvert*, by Jacques Priol de Civiteo
- *De Gobierno abierto a Municipio Abierto: co-creacion, diseno y application de estrategias de gobierno abierto local*, by Andres Araya from Asociación Costa Rica Íntegra
- *Local government and CSOs: story of a rebuilt alliance in the south of Italy*, by Parliament Watch Italia
- *Open regional council*, by Argyriadis Pantelis from Region of Western Macedonia
- *Open your cities’ decision making data !*, by Joonas Pekkanen from the City of Helsinki
- *Perception and implementation of open government in the municipalities of Spain*, by Edgar Alejandro Ruvalcaba Gómez from UN. AUTÓNOMA DE MADRID
- *Sustainable Cities and Local Governments: Crowdsourcing Green Public Procurement Policies from City Residents*, by AAJ from Philippine Center for Environmental Protection and Sustainable Development
Panels

- **Boosting engagement in open parliament**, by Julia Keutgen
- **Co-construire les lois : un défi immense à la portée de tous?**, par thibaut demoncourt
- **Engaging Political Leaders and Parliaments in Open Government**, Greg Brown from the NDI
- **Open Legislative Data**, by Nadiia from the OGP's Legislative Openness Working Group

Workshops

- **Designing public policies : best practices & common challenges**, par le Conseil national du numérique
- **Institutionalizing Parliamentary Openness: Innovative Models for Driving Reform**, by Cristiano Ferri Soares de Faria from the Brazilian House of Representatives
- **Physical Labs as a way to hack the parliament**, Regards Citoyens